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We consider the wave equation 
2 
r&Au=0 (1) 
in a quarter-space; here the velocity of propagation is l/(e)‘/“, and we are 
concerned with the behavior of the solution u = u, for small E. The method 
of analysis to be used will work in any number of space variables, but for 
convenience of notation we shall restrict our attention to two and denote 
these by x, y. Thus we consider the problem composed of Eq. (l), the initial 
conditions 
4% Y, 0) = 0 
U&Y, 0) = 0, 
(2) 
and the boundary condition 
45 0, t) =f(x, t) (3) 
in the quarter-space t 2 0, y > 0, -CO < x < co. We shall require that 
f satisfy the conditions 
tlzof (x, t) = 0, 
tlZOft(*, t) = 0. 
If we set E = 0 in Eq. (1) we obtain the Laplace equation, for the solution 
of which the conditions (2) are unreasonable. However, the problem 
Av = 0 (4) 
74% 0, t) = f(% t) (5) 
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is reasonable, for here we are asking for the solution of the Laplace equation 
satisfying the boundary condition (5) for each t > 0, where t plays the role 
of a parameter. It seems reasonable to expect that the solution of (l), (2), (3) 
will tend to that of (4), (5) as E --f 0. Such behavior has the following physical 
interpretation: The problem described by Eqs. (l)-(3) is that of a stretched 
membrane, initially at rest in the half space y > 0, whose edge y = 0 is 
being moved in time according to the boundary condition (3). The problem 
described by Eqs. (4)-(5) is that of a stretched membrane, in equilibrium 
for each value of t, whose boundary y = 0 is described by Eq. (5) for each t. 
It is physically evident that for bounded y the position of the membrane 
satisfying Eqs. (l)-(3) app roximates closer and closer that of the membrane 
described by Eqs. (4)-(5) as the velocity of propagation becomes larger and 
larger, for the discontinuities introduced at the boundary are being more and 
more rapidly propagated beyond the region considered. 
Another physically interesting consideration follows from this behavior. 
It is well known that a solution of the Laplace equation in an unbounded 
region is not determined by the boundary data alone, but that a “condition 
at co” (i.e., a limiting condition as y + co) must also be imposed. Usually 
this condition is 
for some constant c. Since many problems involving the Laplace operator 
can be regarded as equilibrium problems associated with vibration problems 
involving the wave operator, the ad hoc “condition at co,” which must be 
imposed to obtain uniqueness of the solution to the Laplace equation in an 
unbounded domain, should automatically be determined by considering 
the solution as a limit of solutions of the wave equation as the wave velocity 
becomes large. Since the solution of the wave equation is uniquely determined 
by the boundary data and the initial data, no ad hoc limiting condition need 
(or can) be imposed. Homogeneous initial data as in Eq. (2) correspond to 
a universe which is initially undisturbed, and, as we shall see, they imply 
that the physically meaningful solution of the Laplace equation in a half-space 
must satisfy a condition of the form (6) via the argument above, if we are 
willing to believe in a universe initially at rest. 
We attack the problem of showing that u, -+ v as E + 0 by combined use 
of Fourier transformation in x and Laplace transformation in t, in that 
order. We set 
L g(s) = jr e-stg(t) dt 
F h(5) = 40 = (2;)l,n s t4 ei@h(x) dx. --m 
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The problem (l)-(3) then becomes an ordinary differential problem in the 
transform space: 
ax d ay2 (6,y, s) = (ES2 + E”)L W,Y, 9, 
L w, 0,s) = LA& 4, 
(7) 
where we suppose Lf([, ) s exists. This is an ordinary differential problem 
in the variable y with E, s, [ as parameters, and has the solution 
Lfi(S, y, s) = A(<, s, 5) exp[(cs2 + 4”)““yl + B(c, s, 5) exp[-(es2 + PY’2rl, 
where 
4% $3 5) + w, s, 5) = Lj(5, s). 
In order that this solution of (7) h ave an inverse Laplace transform in s, 
we must have A(E, s, 6) = 0. Th en, using the inversion integral, the solution 
of (l)-(3) is 
24(x, y, t) = ---i(2~r)-+~ Syrn 1::: e st-istLf(f, s) exp[- (es2 + e2)1/2y] ds dt. 
(8) 
Treating the degenerate problem (4), (5) in the same manner we obtain the 
solution 
Of course, we have so far obtained (8) and (9) only formally. However, if 
the class of functions to whichf belongs is sufficiently restricted, the right- 
hand sides of Eqs. (8) and (9) will be the classical solutions of the 
corresponding problems. We shall simply assume that f has such properties 
as are required for these expressions to be classical solutions. In particular, 
we require thatf(x, t) is integrable over {(x, t): -co < x < co, 0 < t < oo} 
and that 
s yrn /f (x, t)! dx = O(@) as t+co 
for some constant q, which can be taken positive without loss of generality. 
Then the Fourier-Laplace transform off exists, is bounded, and for each 
real 4 is holomorphic in s for Re (s) > q. These specific properties will be 
needed later. 
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Define a function w by 
= i(243/3 [u(x, y, t; 6) - w(x, y, t)], 
where y = Re (s) > 4. We shall establish the following result: 
THEOREM. w(x,y, t; 6) -+ 0 as E -+ 0 uniformly in x,y, and t for 
O<y<Y<coandO<t<T<m. 
Proof. Since (ES~ + .$“)l/” has zeros at s = *(i/e) 6, for each E > 0 
and real 6, we determine a branch of this function by cutting the s-plane 
along the imaginary axis from -(i/c) 5‘ to +(i/c) E and requiring (es2 + t2)lj2 
real and positive for s real and positive. Since we are interested only in 
Re (s) = y > 0, we may extend the cut to include the entire imaginary axis, 
and thus we have a determination for which Re [(es2 + f2)1/2] > 0 for all 
real 6 and E > 0. 
Let an arbitrary 8 > 0 be prescribed. Then we may choose numbers a and 
b so large that 
ss IL~(e,r+iImS)ld(Ims)d5<~. 
Since 1 &-W 1 z eyt < eyT and 1 exp[--(Es2 + P)l12y] - e-ltlr I < 2 in 
the region involved, we have only to show that for c small enough 
a 
s s ‘fib I eSt-(ztLLf((, s)[exp[- (~2 + f”)‘/“y] - e-lhlg]l ds dt < $8. -a y-ib 
But we have I est+C I < eyT, ) L&t, s)l < M for some constant M, and for 
s and f bounded we can make (es2 + t2)l12 arbitrarily close to I 5 1, uniformly 
in s and 5. Thus we can make 1 exp[-(es2 + E2)llay] - e-IClg I arbitrarily 
small, uniformly in y for 0 < y < Y, by taking E small enough. This 
completes the proof. 
Thus we see that the solution of the wave equation satisfying (2), (3) 
tends, as the wave velocity increases, to that solution of the Laplace equation 
which has the representation (9). On the other hand, from Eq. (9) we have 
for all y the bound 
I f&Y, t>l < @7)-3’3~w!ll, 
where I] * I] denotes the L, norm. Thus this particular solution of Laplace’s 
equation satisfies a condition of the form (6). Since we have already argued 
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that this solution is the physically meaningful one, it follows that the solution 
ZI(X, y) of Laplace’s equation in a half-space -co < x < 00, y > 0 must 
satisfy 
y 20 / 21(x, y)l < constant, 
to be reasonable on physical grounds. 
A totally similar argument holds for the vibrating-plate equation 
E*-AAu=O at2 
n a quarter-space. 
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